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Advisors at Rehmann are continuously called on by national media outlets 
to comment on vital business matters, personal financial issues impacting 
investors and essential security measures. 

TIME.com 
Tax Moves You Should Definitely Make Before the End of 2013

“If you are eligible to claim a home office deduction, do not shy away from taking 
it since the rules have been loosened this year.” 

Bryan Pukoff, CPA, JD 

USA Today 
10 Retirement Resolutions to Set for 2014

“There is a tendency for people in retirement to be way too conservative in their 
investments. Investors need to have some equity exposure if they are going to 
have a reasonable expectation of maintaining their nest egg during retirement.”

Joe Heider, JD, CHFC®, CLU® 

Accounting Today  
How CPAs Can Defend Themselves from Lawsuits

“The majority of lawsuits come as a result of tax advice, tax planning, tax 
preparation, or failure to prepare.”

Bob Harris, CPA/CFF, CGMA

The New York Times  
Data Breaches are Scary, But Don’t Panic. React.

“Check your bank account online weekly at a minimum, and preferably daily. Many 
people are online regularly to check email or social media sites, so it doesn’t take 
much more time to check financial accounts.”  

Bill Kowalski, JD

Investment News  
Advisers Forced to be Nimble as Fixed-Income Risk Climbs

“For clients looking for an income stream, we suggest higher-yielding asset classes 
like business development companies, real estate investment trusts and preferred 
stocks, but we’re staying away from things that are highly correlated to equities.”  

Jeffrey Phillips, CFA, CPA

We deliver business wisdom where you need it, when you need it.  
Learn more at rehmann.com.
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Business Wisdom Delivered

A Letter from The Editor

Special delivery 
Providing the information you need —
wherever you happen to be

Information moves fast today. At Rehmann, we’re working hard to 
ensure that you can keep pace by delivering the information you need 
when you need it. We’re doing that by:

• Appearing on the programs and in the publications you read. 
Rehmann advisors have appeared on networks such as Fox 
Business and CNBC; in newspapers such as The New York 
Times and The Wall Street Journal; and online for Bloomberg.com 
and TheStreet.com. 

• Continuing to develop a full complement of email newsletters. 
Chief among them are BWDexpress, BWDe Wealth Management 
and our latest, Risk Report. From tax and personal finance to 
safety and security, our monthly newsletters deliver remarkable 
wisdom each month directly to your email inbox. If you aren’t 
already a subscriber, learn how to become one on page 5.

• Updating our engaging social media communities, including 
Facebook and LinkedIn, with the latest. On Facebook, we’re at 
Facebook.com/RehmannTeam and on LinkedIn at LinkedIn.com/
company/Rehmann.

• Constantly adding articles, blog posts, whitepapers and more to 
rehmann.com/business-wisdom. If you haven’t visited the website 
in a while, check it out today.

Of course, the best way we know to deliver the information you 
need is one-on-one contact with a Rehmann advisor. I’m honored to 
work alongside such insightful professionals and thrilled to see how 
they make a positive difference to clients, from individuals to large 
corporations, every day. Equally important: each of them works hard 
to stay on the cutting edge of service and information — if you need to 
know something right away, reach out to a Rehmann advisor. They’re 
ready to help. 

Steve Tschirhart
Managing Editor 
Communications and Public Relations Manager
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If you’ve missed any of Rehmann’s remarkable email newsletters — 
including BWDexpress, BWDe Wealth Management and  
Risk Report, you’ve missed valuable information such as: 

• What you can do to help secure a bank loan … and what  
you should absolutely avoid doing

• How millionaires keep their money — and the habit of  
top CEOs that might surprise you 

• The five mistakes that can ruin your chance at becoming  
a business winner

• Avoiding Affordable Care Act fraud … and the scare tactics 
that come with it

• The role of discretion in winning repeat business  

• Common ways people wreck their retirement  

• This very important first step if you fear your credit card 
information has been stolen

Don’t waste another minute: visit rehmann.com/subscribe and sign up  
to receive life-changing, business-boosting information every month. 

We don’t want you feeling left out. Visit rehmann.com/boost for access to the articles mentioned above.

Life-changing,  
business-boosting  

information —
delivered straight to your inbox
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NUGGETS OF WISDOM

Don’t let a slam dunk 
spoil your fun
A whopping 23 million Americans have damaged their 
cell phone or tablet while watching a sporting event. 
The top sporting spectator gadget accidents are: 

• The standard drop, in which the device is 
dropped from a hand: 33 percent

• Liquid drops, the most common of which are 
toilet drops, sweat and water spills: 18 percent

• Beer drops, which are, well, devices dropped 
in beer: 13 percent … which is way more 
common than it should be

• Passion drops, which refer to devices thrown in 
anger or excitement: 12 percent 

• And, fi nally, bar drops, which refer to devices 
falling from a bar or table: 8 percent

Next time you fi nd yourself getting caught up in an 
exciting game, make sure you’re holding onto your 
cell phone or tablet tightly. And whatever you do, 
please don’t dangle your iPhone over a pitcher of 
Miller High Life.

(Source: SquareTrade)

How are you **cough, 
cough** feeling today?
Ever head to work feeling under the weather? You’re not alone. 
Seven in 10 professionals (70 percent) admitted they frequently go 
to work when they’re sick. Workers were asked, “How frequently 

do you go into work when you’re feeling sick?” Their responses:

• Very frequently: 43 percent
• Somewhat frequently: 27 percent
• Somewhat infrequently: 17 percent
• Never: 13 percent
• Don’t know/no answer: 1 percent

Tips for maintaining a healthy workplace include:

• Address the issue head-on. At the start of cold or fl u season, 
remind staff to avoid spreading illness throughout the offi ce by 
staying home when they are sick.

• Model the behavior. If you’re a manager, resist the urge to 
come in sick yourself. If you do, employees will assume the 
same is expected of them.

• Give “homework.” Offer those suffering from minor ailments 
the ability to work from home, if possible. They may be less 
likely to come in and infect others if they don’t have to use 
sick days.

• Keep it clean. Encourage staff to clean up common areas, like 
break rooms, and make hand sanitizer available to avoid the 
spread of germs.

• Have a back-up plan. Identify team members who can take 
over responsibilities for sick employees. Hire temporary 
professionals, if necessary, to keep projects on track.

(Source: Offi ceTeam)(Source: Offi ceTeam)
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Debt vs. savings
According to one report, 28 percent of Americans — more than 1 in 4 — have 
more credit card debt than emergency savings. Slightly more than half — 51 
percent — have more emergency savings than credit card debt. (And 17 
percent have neither emergency savings nor credit card debt.)

Americans between ages 30 and 64 — typically the prime earning years — 
are the most likely to have more credit card debt than emergency savings.  

(Source: Bankrate.com)

Executives: Chat, surfi ng are 
time thieves
Water cooler chatter and Web surfi ng are the top time thieves at work, 
according to one survey of chief fi nancial offi cers (CFOs). Nearly one-third (29 
percent) of executives interviewed said chatting with coworkers is the greatest 
time-waster at work. Non-business Internet use, including social media, ranked 
a not-too-distant second, garnering 25 percent of the response.

Ten percent said meetings drain signifi cant time, with the data suggesting this 
issue is most pronounced at larger companies. At companies with 1,000 or 
more employees, meetings received 26 percent of the response, compared to 
9 percent at fi rms with 20 to 49 workers.

The top time-wasters:

• Employees chatting and socializing: 29 percent

• Non-business Internet use (including social media): 25 percent

• Personal calls or emails: 15 percent

• Work-related email: 14 percent

• Meetings: 10 percent

• Other/don’t know: 7 percent

(Source: Robert Half Management Resources)

Bad bosses
Forty-one percent of employees have been shouted 
at by their boss in the course of a work-related 
discussion according to a survey. Twelve out of 
every 100 employees have been sworn at and 
verbally abused by a superior at their company, and 
8 percent have been blackmailed or threatened by 
their employer.

In additional voluntary comments made by 
employees during the survey, managers were 
commonly noted to have: 

•  Repeatedly belittled workers in front of 
colleagues: 12 percent

• Made employees do their work as well as the 
employee’s work: 5 percent

• Made employees work unpaid overtime: 4 
percent

• Reduced employee’s salary without reason or 
authorization: 3 percent

When asked the open-ended question “What is the 
worst thing your boss has ever made you do in the 
course of your work?”, notable unique responses 
included:

• Fired a co-worker on the boss’s behalf

• Lied to clients to protect the company’s image

• Returned to work immediately after being 
discharged from hospital

• Had work publicly thrown into the offi ce trash

• Lied on the company’s timecards to the state

(Source: FindEmployment)
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By Gary Gilgen, CFP®

When to collect 
Social Security:
Five questions to ask
If you’re like most people, Social Security is an important weapon in your retirement 

planning arsenal. If you were to reach your full retirement age today, your benefit would be 

as high as $2,642 per month (depending on your earnings history).

You can begin collecting as early as age 62 or as late as age 70. So, when is the right time 

to pull the trigger? The answer depends on several factors, including your health, your 

other income sources, your work plans and, if you’re married, your spouse’s eligibility for 

Social Security. Here are five questions to ask that will help you decide.

creo
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Bonus Content
Visit rehmann.com/BWD for more essential tips on when to 
collect Social Security. Included: advanced tips for married 
couples and an FRA chart.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Gary Gilgen is Director of the financial planning 
department for Rehmann Financial. He focuses on 
coordinated comprehensive financial planning and has 
experience in the estate and charitable wealth transfer 
process, retirement and investment services, and 
business succession planning.

Contact him today at gary.gilgen@rehmann.com. 

What’s your full retirement age?
Your full retirement age (FRA) — that is, the age at which you’re 
eligible for full benefits — depends on your year of birth. If you 
were born between 1943 and 1954, for example, your FRA is 66. 
If you were born in 1960 or later, it’s 67. If you were born between 
1955 and 1959, it falls between 66 and 67. (Learn more, and see a 
convenient chart, at rehmann.com/social-security-tips.)

How much is your benefit?
The Social Security Administration no longer mails out annual 
statements, but you can obtain a statement online by creating an 
account at www.socialsecurity.gov/myaccount. The statement 
lists your estimated monthly benefit at FRA, at early retirement 
(62), and at age 70. It also estimates your disability and survivor 
benefits.

If you take early retirement, your monthly benefit is reduced by up 
to 30 percent. If you delay benefits beyond your FRA, the monthly 
amount is increased by 8 percent annually (up to a maximum of 
32 percent).

How’s your health?
It’s important to estimate your life expectancy based on actuarial 
principles as well as your lifestyle, health and family history. Once 
you begin collecting, benefits continue at the same level for life. So, 
if you start at age 62 you’ll receive a smaller benefit over a longer 
period of time. If you wait until age 70, you’ll receive a larger 
benefit over a shorter period of time.

Calculating your “break-even point” can help you evaluate your 
options. Say your estimated monthly benefit is $2,400 at age 66 
(your FRA) and $3,168 at age 70. Your break-even point is 82 
years, six months. At that point, your total benefits will be the 
same whether you collect $2,400 per month starting at age 66 or 
$3,168 per month starting at age 70. If you expect to live beyond 
age 82 1/2, you’ll maximize your lifetime benefits by starting at age 
70. Otherwise, your benefits will be larger if you start at age 66.

Do you need the money now?
Higher benefits down the road won’t do you much good if your 
current income is insufficient to meet your needs. If you need your 
Social Security benefits for day-to-day living expenses, it’s best to 
start collecting discounted benefits at age 62.

What are your work plans?
If you plan to continue working and don’t need the additional 
income, it’s usually preferable to put off Social Security benefits at 
least until you reach your FRA. If you start collecting earlier, your 
annual benefits will be reduced by $1 for every $2 you earn above a 
certain threshold ($15,480 in 2014). In the year you reach your FRA, 
benefits are reduced by $1 for every $3 you earn above a separate 
threshold ($41,400 in 2014) before the month you reach your FRA.

Once you reach your FRA, you can continue working without 
reducing your benefits. But if you can afford to wait until age 70, 
you’ll enjoy a 32 percent increase in your monthly benefit. Keep 
in mind that if you continue to work, your earnings may cause a 
portion of your Social Security benefits to be taxable.

Get help
Determining when to start collecting Social Security 
is complicated. A qualified financial planner can 
help you develop a strategy that’s designed to 
maximize your benefits while meeting your current 
financial needs.
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China: 
Is it right for your 
small business?
In previous years, the economic potential of moving 

into China held a fair amount of allure for U.S.-based 

businesses. 

But a little bit of the shine came off earlier this year 

with news that the country’s economic growth 

had slowed. In assorted news reports, fi nancial 

momentum in the country was described as “waning” 

or “stuttering.” If you’re a small business owner 

looking at China investment to grow your bottom line, 

those are not words you want to hear. 

By Laura Reindel

So, which China is it for small business investors: 
promising … or problematic? 
“Th e potential is too great to disregard China,” said David Tang, 
Rehmann’s China business manager. “Th ey have a middle class that’s 
larger than the entire population of the U.S., driving demand for 
certain goods; they’re easing regulations; and making other pro-
business moves.”  

If you’re a small business looking to invest in 
China, Tang has a few suggestions:
Use a local, trustworthy team. In the Chinese business culture, people 
like to do business with people they know. Having a local team in place 
(such as a CPA and attorney) will make for a smoother transition into 
the business community. You likely won’t be able to put such a team 
in place from the U.S. You’re going to have to go to China — multiple 
times — to achieve this goal. 

Take note of the “hot” industries. As Tang pointed out, China’s 
middle class is large. It’ll likely be getting even larger thanks to the 
easement by the Chinese government of the one-child policy. Many 
middle-class families are welcoming this change, so it’s not surprising 
that the demand for consumer goods is high. A recent global survey 
showed that 30 percent of CEOs in the consumer goods industry are 
looking to China for growth this year. 

Consider the Shanghai free trade zone. Th e Chinese government 
recently introduced the pilot free trade zone, an area covering about 
11 square miles in Shanghai where business licenses can be granted in 
a shorter timeframe and other restrictions are slightly relaxed to allow 
more foreign investment. Free Yuan convertibility under the capital 
account, liberalization of interest rates and cross-border use of the 
Yuan are all benefi ts that domestic and foreign companies receive if 
they’re active in this zone.

TO LEARN MORE

David Tang is Rehmann’s China Business Manager. 
As a bilingual CPA, he utilizes his cross-cultural 
business experience and education to help inbound 
and outbound Chinese investments expand their 
business locally and globally.

Contact him today at david.tang@rehmann.com. 

Bonus Content
Visit rehmann.com/BWD to learn more about opportunities 
in China for businesses today.
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Litigation and fraud can be threatening and costly events  

for both companies and individuals. It is critical, then, to 

have the right firm in place to work with counsel.

“Legal matters of any kind have many moving parts that 

can require a lot of effort to effectively get going in a single, 

synchronized direction,” said Michael Kridel, a Rehmann 

principal and member of its litigation support team. “If the 

matter at hand involves financial consequences, whether 

it is lost profits, insolvency or dissolution of marriage, that 

effort can expand exponentially.”

Litigation often has to wend its way down a complicated 

road that includes contemplating legal action, filing a 

suit, conducting discovery, taking depositions, perhaps 

considering dispute resolution alternatives … and even 

more. And all of that can occur before making the first of 

many courtroom appearances, even if the case is settled 

before trial.

So, how can law firms safely travel down that road and 

ensure such vital preparation? By making every effort 

to secure the litigation support they receive has three 

important characteristics:

Litigation Support 
Preparing your case  
through a team concept 

[ Litigation Support ]

“The more thoroughly prepared you are at 

each phase of that journey, the better your 

odds are of making your way to a satisfactory 

conclusion,” Kridel said.
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[ Litigation Support ]
Unity
One common roadblock in complex litigation is that key experts often come from 
different firms, reducing the coordination and teamwork that is so important to 
providing effective support. Clay Price, Rehmann principal and fellow member of 
the Firm’s litigation support team, said, “Failing to add and share critical pieces of the 
puzzle because you have a team spread across different firms is a legitimate issue. You 
might have experts working dutifully, doing the best they can, but they may not be 
truly working as a team.”

Efficiency
While a cohesive team is important to ensure that critical information is shared 
among the important players, there’s also a financial benefit. 

According to Price, attorneys and their litigants also benefit from the team concept 
by minimizing the time and effort required to manage multiple firms. After all, 
addressing what are often complex and time-consuming cases can be quite expensive. 
“Dealing with one team is much more efficient than dealing with multiple, possibly 
disjointed groups,” Price said.

Experience
Many of the elements comprising litigation support require hard-won, practical 
experience, Kridel said. “You can learn some of the stuff you need to know from 
a textbook, but the rest has to come from rolling up your shirt sleeves.” Litigation 
support can require forensic accounting one day, surveillance the next and economic 
damage analysis the day after that. The team you rely on must have proven experience 
in those and a wide range of other services.

(For an overview of the experience within Rehmann’s litigation support team, turn to 
page 14.)

In the end, Kridel said, you’ll know you have a qualified litigation support team if it 
has those three characteristics: a cohesive team of knowledgeable and tested experts 
working closely and efficiently together to bring “real world” experience to the table.   

Litigation support can 

require forensic accounting 

one day, surveillance the 

next and economic damage 

analysis the day after 

that. The team you rely on 

must have demonstrative 

experience in those and 

other wide-ranging services.

Bonus Content
Visit rehmann.com/BWD for more on Rehmann’s litigation support team 
and services.



There’s no substitute for experience
Each year, Rehmann’s litigation support team provides attorneys, insurance 
companies and others the information and support they need across a variety 
of scenarios:

Case Study #1
Something wasn’t quite right.

An investor in the process of having his interest in a physician management 
company bought out by his partners received a valuation of the business from 
his partners’ team. Th e problem: the valuation seemed low. Notably low. Th e 
investor decided to contest the valuation, challenging the assumptions contained 
in the report.

A call was placed to Rehmann, whose team of experienced advisors worked 
with both parties and their attorneys to develop a new valuation of the company. 
Th is new valuation — the result of tireless, meticulous and transparent eff ort — 
was roughly three times higher than the previous valuation. 

Faced with thorough documentation and well-constructed logic, the parties 
settled on the value established by the Rehmann team, avoiding costly litigation.

Case Study #2
Th e jewelry store was burglarized on Mother’s Day weekend.

Th e team responsible for the break-in was professional, spending literally two 
days in the store while dismantling two walk-in safes. 

But were the store’s losses as high as it claimed?

Rehmann’s litigation group was retained by an insurance company and several 
other defendants to determine the extent of the loss — including inventory and 
lost profi ts. Th e plaintiff  claimed total losses in excess of $20 million, including 
nearly $5 million in lost profi ts. 

Despite missing and non-existent fi nancial records, Rehmann’s litigation team 
was able to overcome the plaintiff ’s argument and the jury found no lost profi ts 
whatsoever and only a fractional loss of inventory.

Case Study #3
Th e insurance company was being sued for more than $1.5 million to cover 
what it suspected was an intentionally-set fi re. Members of Rehmann’s litigation 
support team testifi ed on behalf of the insurance company to help disprove the 
owners’ claim that someone had broken into their building and set the fi re.  

In theory, the gallons of gasoline poured throughout the building should have 
created an evidence-destroying inferno. But the building had no windows or 
other openings, preventing oxygen from entering and fueling the fi re. 

When investigators examined the remains, they found the motion detector intact 
and armed. Had someone broken into the building, the motion detector would 
have sent an alert. But it did not, indicating that the owners — the only party with 
keys to the building — poured the gasoline, set the motion detector and then 
started the fi re. 

Th is testimony contributed to the insurance company’s successful defense against 
the claim.
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Litigation Services 
Offered by Rehmann

• Asset investigations

• Background investigations

• Fraud and forensic accounting

• Surveillance

• Digital and computer forensics

• Insurance defense

• Business valuation

• Business interruption claims

• Shareholder disputes

• Medical fraud audits

• Fire origin and cause investigations

• Business intelligence (asset 
investigation, due diligence)

• Embezzlement investigations

• Bankruptcy consulting

• Divorce litigation

• Turnaround and receivership
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[ Litigation Support ]

BOB HARRIS, CPA/CFF, CGMA | AICPA Chairman 2009 - 2010
Principal

Forensic accounting; audit; tax and accounting; standard of care and malpractice
39 years of experience
772.234.8484  |  robert.harris@rehmann.com

CHIP HOEBEKE, CPA
Director of Turnaround and Receivership

Receivership and turnarounds; debt restructuring; forensic accounting
20 years of experience
616.975.4100  |  chip.hoebeke@rehmann.com

BILL KOWALSKI, JD
Principal, Director of Operations – Corporate Investigative Services

Criminal/fraud investigation; due diligence; forensic accounting; surveillance; insurance 
defense; business risk assessment; digital forensics; law enforcement liaison
31 years of experience
248.458.7870  |  bill.kowalski@rehmann.com

MICHAEL KRIDEL, CPA/CFF/CITP, CFC
Principal

Forensic accounting; business, matrimonial and probate litigation; expert testimony; fraud 
investigations; tax controversy; accountant malpractice; ethics training; financial damages
40 years of litigation experience
561.912.2300  |  michael.kridel@rehmann.com

TOM PECK, CFA, CPA
Principal, Director of Valuation Services

Business valuations; merger, acquisition and divestiture; expert testimony, fair value 
measurements in financial reporting
21 years of experience
248.579.1100  |  thomas.peck@rehmann.com

CLAY PRICE, CPA
Principal

Forensic accounting and expert testimony; business, family law; personal injury; estate 
and probate accounting
25 years of experience in forensic matters
772.234.8484  |  clay.price@rehmann.com

Meet select members of Rehmann’s litigation support team

For a complete list of litigation support team members and their experience, visit rehmann.com/litigation-team.
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Working through 
questions about 
the private 
health exchange

What should you do next? 
1. The ACA is complicated and wide-ranging. Read up on the 

Act and breaking news items by visiting Rehmann’s ACA 
page at rehmann.com/affordable-care-act.

2. Consider your current health benefi ts plan. Are you 
concerned about its cost going forward? Do you have any 
compliance concerns?

3. Contact Rehmann to set up a courtesy meeting with a 
knowledgeable health benefi ts associate. Rehmann advisors 
have the experience necessary to help you and your 
organization navigate healthcare changes … regardless of 
what the future brings.

Despite the fact that healthcare has been the focus of many television 
programs, magazine articles and Internet posts, questions about the 
Aff ordable Care Act (ACA) remain … questions that some employers 
face regularly. Th ey include employees asking about their options and 
whether or not they’ll still have insurance, and the fi nance person 
wondering how much more the organization can aff ord.

Fortunately, learning more about the private health exchange could 
provide answers to these and other questions.

An affordability crisis
Companies that off er healthcare insurance benefi ts traditionally have 
funded their programs with a “defi ned benefi ts” approach. But as 
healthcare insurance costs have rapidly increased, employers face an 
aff ordability crisis. 

To address this crisis, some employers are considering a paradigm 
shift : moving from the “defi ned benefi t” approach to a “defi ned 
contribution” 401(k) model.  

Instead of designing and off ering defi ned health insurance benefi ts, 
companies would make cash contributions to savings accounts that 
employees use to purchase insurance products of their choice. Th is 
approach allows the company to cap healthcare insurance costs at a 
desired and controlled threshold. 

Opportunities of private exchanges
Th e private exchange enables a marketplace of healthcare choices to 
be created and allows employees to shop for the best choice for their 
situation. Private exchanges:

• Provide employees access to greater choices of medical and 
other benefi ts plans that best fi t their unique needs

• Enable employers to stabilize and manage infl ationary 
cost burdens

• Allow the employer to off er a self-insured or fully-insured plan

• And more; visit rehmann.com/private-health-exchange for a 
complete list of private exchange benefi ts

Ultimately, these exchanges may create price competition at the 
insurer and provider level and help lower overall healthcare costs.

By Jim Schafer, MPA

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Jim Schafer is a Principal with Rehmann Healthcare 
Management Advisors. He focuses on providing 
consulting services to independent physician groups, 
hospital-based practices, ambulatory surgical centers 
and mental health organizations.

Contact him today at james.schafer@rehmann.com. 
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The email should never have been opened. The link inside should 
never have been clicked.

But the message was opened, the link was clicked. The employee’s 
computer crashed but was quickly put back online without deep 
examination of the cause. The result: a malware attack that spread to 
company servers.

Criminals gained access to hundreds of Social Security numbers, 
addresses and more. The breach was so subtle that the company 
did not even know about it until a security expert noticed its 
information for sale on the black market. 

Cyber criminals are waiting for more people to make this same 
mistake. Fortunately, there are four steps any company can take 
immediately to help protect against cyber breaches.

CAUTION
Click with     
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Establish a policy. 
Every company should have a written, readily-accessible policy 
that dictates how employees — from interns to the CEO and 
everyone in between — may use their email and Internet 
connections. The policy should be written in clear, concise 
language and plainly lay out the company’s expectations 
with regards to accessing non-work related sites on company 
computers, whether during work hours or outside of work hours. 
(To learn how to download a free sample social media policy, turn 
to page 23.) 

Train your team. 
A written policy is essential, but it should simply represent 
the start of the process. To help underscore the company’s 
commitment to cyber security, schedule a training session to 
review the policy. The session might begin with notable cases 
affecting other companies, move to financial information about 
the costs of such attacks and conclude with policy highlights. The 
bad news is that a lot of malware gets spread by well-intentioned 
people simply clicking the wrong link. The good news is that you 
can train those mistakes away.

Enforce the rules. 
It’s relatively easy to create a policy, and even to train people on the 
importance of that policy. More difficult is reprimanding people 
who violate the rules. But to help ensure they stick, there must 
be repercussions when the rules are violated. Three strikes is too 
many, because any one of those strikes could cost you millions. A 
written warning for a first offense and mandatory re-training for 
a second offense sounds reasonable. No one wants to have to play 
the enforcer, but there’s too much at stake to not follow through 
on the first two steps — especially since studies show that training 
and enforcement of online security policies do make a positive 
difference.

Get insurance. 
Cyber breaches are so prevalent that insurance is available to 
help mitigate the damage they cause. An insurance policy that 
specifically addresses losses incurred as the result of a cyber breach 
is a good idea in today’s environment. Even the most conscientious 
companies, those who feel they’re doing everything right, can’t 
protect themselves 100 percent of the time against hackers. 
Insurance should cover prevention, detection and recovery.

Visit rehmann.com/subscribe to sign up to receive Risk Report, Rehmann’s monthly newsletter of threats facing your business — 
including fraud and malware — and how to protect against them. 

Rehmann Corporate Investigative Services recently partnered with AIG for pre- and 
post-cyber breach services. AIG’s CyberEdge® provides clients with an end-to-end 
risk management solution to stay ahead of the curve of cyber risk. From innovative 
loss prevention tools to educate and potentially prevent a breach, to the services of 
their CyberEdge® Breach Resolution Team if a breach does occur, CyberEdge® clients 
receive responsive guidance every step of the way, including:

• A comprehensive suite of loss prevention services

• Tailored coverage options to ensure clients are able to promptly respond to and 
prevent future or more costly damages

• 24/7 access to the CyberEdge® Breach Resolution Team, including a network of 
legal, forensics and public relations experts

Rehmann and AIG  
provide an edge in defense

Contact Rehmann at 248.267.8445 for more information on AIG’s CyberEdge®.
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Investment  
options today

By Doug Barber, CFP®, CLU®, LUTCF

Cash in money markets, CDs and savings accounts have been generating miniscule returns 
for the better part of a decade — the overall average rate on savings accounts now stands at 
well under 1 percent. Returns like these have left high net-worth individuals, who could once 
rely on cash investments to satisfy income goals, seeking alternatives. 

In the wake of the 2007-08 financial crisis, the Federal Reserve has kept short-term interest 
rates extremely low. It’s a policy that is unlikely to change any time soon, despite the Fed’s 
quantitative easing to gradually end its bond buying program. In such a low-interest 
environment, finding appropriate low-to-moderate-risk income investment options is no 
small challenge.

Historically, bond markets have provided fertile ground for those willing to assume 
marginally more risk with the potential for significantly higher returns compared to 
traditional cash investments. Lately, this proposition seems uncertain: bond markets recorded 
historic lows in 2013, as confirmed by the widely-followed Barclays Aggregate Index, which 
finished the year with a 2.03 percent loss. Treasuries, investment-grade corporates, mortgage-
backed bonds, municipal bonds — all ended the year in negative territory.

Securities offered through Royal Alliance Associates, member FINRA/SIPC. Investment advisory services offered 
through Rehmann Financial, a Registered Investment Advisor not affiliated with Royal Alliance Associates.

Investing involves risks in regards to all of the investment products mentioned in this commentary, including the 
potential loss of principal. No investment strategy can guarantee a profit or protect against loss. The payment 
of dividends is not guaranteed. Companies may reduce or eliminate the payment of dividends at any given time. 
In general, the bond market is volatile as prices rise when interest rates fall and vice versa. This effect is usually 
pronounced for longer-term securities. Any fixed income security sold or redeemed prior to maturity may be subject 
to a substantial gain or loss. International investing involves special risks including greater economic and political 
instability, as well as currency fluctuation risks, which may be even greater in emerging markets. Investors should 
understand that investing in strategies that are non-correlated to the stock and bond markets are not without risk. 
There can be no assurance that alternative investments will be profitable and will even outperform asset classes 
correlated to the stock and bond markets. As individual situations will vary, please contact a financial professional for 
specific advice.

555 Briarwood Circle, Ann Arbor, MI 48108  |  734.761.2005

Knowing where to go from here 
can be difficult. We can help.
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So where are today’s viable low-to-moderate-risk income opportunities?

Among the most promising candidates are dividend-paying equities. These are stocks 
that can offer increasing investor income through both unused payout capacity and 
earnings-growth potential. Cash-heavy corporate balance sheets — more than a quarter 
of total U.S. equity market capitalization — provide dividend-growth opportunities 
across most sectors, including retail and technology. 

The relative yield of stocks versus bonds makes a strong case for equity income, yet 
caution is in order: chasing yield too aggressively can easily become a fool’s errand. That’s 
because stocks with unusually high yields often signal underlying problems with the 
companies behind them, threatening both dividend sustainability and earnings growth. 

Another approach is to capture incremental yield through corporate bonds, commercial 
mortgage-backed securities and agency mortgage-backed securities that might offer 
more income but are still suitable for fixed-income risk mandates.

Income investors seeking relief from an unfriendly interest environment may find 
one better suited to their income goals by looking beyond the U.S. bond market. It’s 
important to remember that while we’re certainly part of a global economy, each 
country has its own central bankers, economy and interest rate cycles and should be 
subjected to its own risk/reward assessment. Careful scrutiny may well reveal previously 
unrecognized opportunities. 

The underlying need for risk control suggests a multi-sector approach typically leading 
to a situation-specific mix of Treasuries, high-yield corporate debt and non-U.S. debt. A 
well-balanced, diversified plan may also commonly incorporate high-dividend-yielding 
equities coupled with inflation protection provided through such options as floating-rate 
debt, Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities, commodities and real estate.

Certainly, investment mix and weighting, as well as other variables, will affect targeted 
payout and associated risk levels accompanying a move away from traditional cash 
investments. However, as long as today’s low-interest rates persist, a well-designed 
strategy focusing on debt and equity markets could potentially provide higher returns 
than cash investment alternatives, with only low-to-moderate risk exposure. 
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A Q&A primer on making 
an important decision for 
today’s small business 

Buy? 
Lease?

By Andy Rose, CPA

One of the most important questions businesses face is 

whether it’s better to buy or lease essential equipment — 

a question that takes on added weight for small business 

owners carefully watching every nickel and dime.

Fortunately, answering a handful of key questions can 

help point their business in the right direction.
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If “yes,” leasing equipment can help improve cash fl ow, since leased equipment typically 
carries lower initial costs — but watch out for fi ne print that might contribute to the 
overall lease cost, such as excess mileage penalties on a company vehicle.

If “no,” purchasing equipment can help save money over the long-term if it is an all-
cash expenditure or there are favorable terms on the loan required for the purchase. 
(If the interest charged is greater than the interest component of the lease payments, 
leasing may be the better option.) Something else to consider: Section 179. This 
portion of the tax code allows a business to recover all or part of the cost of certain 
types of property (including machinery, computer equipment and signs; a more 
comprehensive list can be found at http://www.irs.gov/publications/p946/ch02.html) 
in the year in which the property was put to use, rather than requiring its cost to be 
capitalized and depreciated over several years.

Is cash fl ow an issue right 
now for your operation, 
perhaps because it’s a new 
business? 

Are there near-term capital 
needs such as potential 
mergers or facility expansions?

Will the asset you are 
purchasing appreciate 
over time?

Is there a bargain purchase 
option at the end of the lease?

Does the lease agreement allow 
for any signifi cant changes 
required to outfi t the asset for 
your specifi c purpose? 

If “yes,” leasing can help stockpile cash for those upcoming outlays.

If “yes,” consider buying in order to maintain that future appreciation.

If “yes,” that option helps leasing become a more attractive option. Not necessarily 
the right option — there will be other considerations to make — but more attractive.

If “yes,” that allowance helps leasing become a more attractive option. Not necessarily 
the right option — there will be other considerations to make — but more attractive.

If “no,” buying can help increase the value of your company in the near-term and beyond.   

If “no,” there are likely more important considerations to make that will infl uence your 
buy vs. lease decision. 

If “no,” consider whether or not the cost to buy out the lease is feasible if you wish to 
retain the asset.

If “no,” buying the asset is likely a requirement.

A Q&A primer on making 
an important decision for 
today’s small business 
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Like it or not: when it comes to social media, 
fi nancial institutions must play by certain rules.

Social media +
fi nancial institutions

Social media introduces potential risks to fi nancial institutions, including compliance/legal 

risk and reputation risk that might be caused by poor due diligence, lack of oversight, or lax 

control on how, when and by whom social media is used. 

Because of this, efforts to train employees on the proper use of social media should be 

appropriate to the breadth of the fi nancial institution’s social media usage to attract, acquire 

and retain customers. Such training should be developed with participation from specialists in 

compliance, technology, information security, legal, human resources and marketing. 

By Jessica Dore, CISA
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Regulators expect fi nancial institutions to take steps to ensure that 
when using social media to advertise and/or retain customers, they 
adhere to all applicable consumer protection and compliance laws 
and regulations. Essentially, compliance requirements for social 
media are the same as compliance requirements for other forms of 
advertising. 

It may be clear that fi nancial institutions should pay attention to 
regulations such as Truth in Savings (which prohibits institutions 
from advertising deposit accounts in a way that is misleading or 
inaccurate or misrepresents their deposit contract) and Truth in 
Lending (which promotes the informed use of consumer credit 
by requiring disclosures about loan terms and costs), as well as to 
fair lending laws. But adherence to the following regulations is also 
important:

• Th e Fair Debt Collection Practices Act prohibits debt 
collectors from publicly disclosing that a consumer owes 
a debt. Using social media to disclose a debt or harass 
a consumer about a debt, or inappropriately contacting 
consumers, may violate this Act. 

• Th e Community Reinvestment Act requires that fi nancial 
institutions subject to the Act must maintain a public fi le 
that includes all written comments received from the public 
for the current year and each of the prior two calendar years 
(as well as any responses to those communications) that 
specifi cally relate to the institution’s performance in helping 
to meet community credit needs. However, comments about 
the institution through social media that are not run by or 
on behalf of the fi nancial institution are not required to be 
retained.

• Th e CAN-SPAM Act states that unsolicited communications 
to consumers (aka “spam”) via social media may violate the 
Act as it establishes requirements for sending unsolicited 
messages. 

It’s important to note that a fi nancial institution is directly 
responsible for monitoring the information it distributes via social 
media sites, even if it delegates such monitoring to a third party. 

Employee communications also come into play here. Institutions 
should establish policies and training programs to manage 
employees’ social media use when representing the fi nancial 
institution. Th is is important, since such social media use:

• May be perceived as the fi nancial institution’s offi  cial policies

• May refl ect poorly on the fi nancial institution

• Can expose the fi nancial institution to compliance risk, 
operational risk and reputation risk

While social media has opened the door to widespread, cost-
eff ective advertising, communication and operational effi  ciencies, 
fi nancial institutions must be aware of, monitor and control the 
associated risks.

Bad links
Employees should be aware that social media posts may 
contain links that have viruses or malware associated with 
them. Clicking on the wrong link could infect a computer 
with malware — putting a company’s private information at 
risk. Employee training on the risks associated with use of 
social media should be conducted on a regular basis to ensure 
employees fully understand. See page 16 to learn more about 
online risks.

Worth a look
Social media monitoring is an activity that all companies 
should be performing. Social media sites should be 
monitored on a regular basis by a designated employee so that 
any negative posts or feedback can be addressed in a timely 
fashion — an important step in protecting brand identity. 

Sample policy
Visit rehmann.com/sample-social-media-guide 
to download a free sample social media policy today.
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Going Global:  
Four hot issues in  
international tax
The Internet and other technological developments have made it easier 
than ever for companies of all sizes to sell their products and services 
overseas. But that doesn’t mean international tax issues have gotten 
any less complex. Here are four issues to consider as you explore global 
business opportunities.

By Jason Rauhe, CPA
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Are your foreign accounts in order?
Individuals and entities with a fi nancial interest in, or signature 
authority over, certain foreign accounts are required to report these 
accounts to the IRS annually on Financial Crimes Enforcement 
Network Form 114 — Report of Foreign Bank and Financial 
Accounts (FBAR). Th e form is required if the aggregate value of 
foreign accounts — such as bank accounts, brokerage accounts, 
mutual funds or trusts — exceeds $10,000 at any time during a 
calendar year.

Penalties for failure to fi le required FBARs include substantial 
monetary penalties and, in extreme cases, imprisonment. In some 
cases, these penalties apply to a company’s offi  cers or employees 
with signature authority over foreign accounts.

Are you ready for FATCA? 
Th e Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) was enacted 
in 2010 in an eff ort to prevent U.S. taxpayers from hiding assets 
overseas. Th e Act requires foreign fi nancial institutions and other 
foreign entities to fi le reports with the IRS identifying their U.S. 
account holders or major investors.

Th e Act encourages compliance by imposing a 30 percent 
withholding tax on certain U.S.-source payments — including 
interest, dividends, rents, royalties and compensation. Beginning 
July 1, 2014, U.S. entities and others in control of these payments 
must begin withholding 30 percent of payments to noncompliant 
foreign entities. If your company makes payments to foreign 
entities, your tax advisors can help you verify and document their 
FATCA status and determine your withholding obligations. 

Are you paying more tax than necessary?
Manufacturers and others that export American-made goods 
overseas can enjoy substantial tax benefi ts by setting up an 
interest-charge domestic international sales corporation (IC-
DISC). Th ese benefi ts are also available for architecture and 
engineering services related to foreign construction projects and 
for certain soft ware exports.

An IC-DISC is designed to receive commissions on export 
sales on a tax-advantaged basis. A corporation on paper only, 
it need not have offi  ces or employees and it’s not required to 
provide any services, so it’s relatively inexpensive to set up and 
operate. If an IC-DISC is structured properly and meets certain 
requirements, it can reduce taxes on export profi ts by 40 percent 
or more and defer tax payments on those profi ts.

Despite these benefi ts, the tax break is considered to be under-
utilized. Why? One reason is that many companies don’t realize 
they’re eligible. For example, companies that manufacture 
component parts that ultimately are incorporated into exported 
products may qualify even thought they don’t export their 
products directly.

Is the price right? 
Transfer pricing is one of the top audit issues for the IRS and 
other revenue-strapped tax authorities. It refers to the prices 
for which related parties — such as a U.S. corporation and its 
foreign subsidiary — exchange goods, services or intangible 
assets in cross-border transactions.

Governments are concerned that companies will manipulate 
these prices in order to shift  profi ts to lower-tax jurisdictions. 
Contrary to popular belief, transfer pricing restrictions aren’t 
limited to international transactions. Th ey also apply to 
domestic companies that do business with related parties across 
state lines.

To deter tax avoidance, transfer pricing rules require related 
parties to set prices that are comparable to those charged 
in arm’s-length transactions, using one of several accepted 
methods. It’s also a good idea to document intercompany 
pricing decisions contemporaneously (in some countries 
documentation is required) to ensure compliance with the rules. 
Th e consequences of noncompliance are severe: in the U.S., 
for example, penalties range from 20 to 40 percent of the tax 
underpayment.
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If you are concerned about transfer pricing 

liability, consider negotiating an advance pricing 

agreement with the IRS and other tax authorities 

to avoid any tax surprises down the road.
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So Good They Can’t Ignore You  
by Cal Newport 
Cal debunks the career notion of pursuing your 
passion and replaces it with thoughtful advice to 
become a craft sman by creating career capital, 
leveraging deliberate practice, placing small bets, doing 
something remarkable and fi nding opportunities in the 
adjacent possible. Th en, by “being so good they can’t 
ignore you” one can gain control and be fulfi lled. Th is 
one is thought-provoking to the point it challenges 
conventional wisdom.

Business Model You 
by Tim Clark, Alexander Ostenwalder 
& Yves Pignuer

Th e authors have harvested their years of experience in 
planning and developed a methodology geared to build 
a personal business model. Th e basic building blocks 
of business are fi rst explored and then personalized to 
assist the reader in exploring, defi ning and fi ne-tuning 
a solid life plan. If you are looking to view the world 
anew, start here. 

The Lean Startup  
by Eric Ries 

Eric maps out a streamlined process for innovation 
with an emphasis on rapid development and 
experimentation. Th e straightforward strategy includes 
identifying a minimum viable product, developing it, 
rapidly deploying it, soliciting feedback on it and then 
reiterating the process into the future to build out the 
product. Th e focus is on being agile and willing to pivot 
from an original strategy to one that solves customer 
problems. If you are looking to update internal 
processes or develop new products, I’d pick up a copy 
of this fi rst.

Experts claim that our collective body of knowledge 

is growing by 85 percent annually. That represents an 

absolute explosion of ideas and concepts that, when 

leveraged, can catapult your performance. In this edition, 

we have a great selection of books that include standing 

out from the crowd, defi ning a personal business model 

and developing innovative products and processes. 

What is important here is that the ideas and concepts are 

available and all we have to do is tap into the information 

stream, leverage the concepts and take action.  

As always, good reading!

Carpp’s 
Book Corner

Jim Carpp, CISA/CIRM, CRISC
Director of Rehmann Consulting 
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